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Optimality of estimators of a vector parameter in terms of the probability of 
the estimators being contained in suitable region(s) around the parameter point 
is defined. Conditions under which optimal estimators in the usual senses are 
also optimal in the above sense are investigated. 
1. INTR~D~JOTI~N 
Suppose X and Y are two random variables with finite variances ax2 and ura, 
respectively. If P(I X - E(X)/ < K) > P(/ Y - E(Y)1 < k) Vk > 0 it follows 
from a result of Lehmann on stochastically ordered r.v.‘s that uxa < uy2. It is 
the converse of the above statement that underlies the statistical usage of variance 
as a measure of spread and the comparison of (asymptotically) unbiased estimators 
on the basis of their (asymptotic) variances. If X and Y are of the same type 
the converse of the above statement is true. Multivariate generalizations of the 
above results are proved in this paper. Secondly, in this paper a set of sufficient 
conditions is given under which estimators optimal as judged by their dispersion 
matrices are optimal among a reasonable class of estimators in terms of the 
probability of the estimator lying in a suitable region containing the parameter. 
In particular, the maximum likelihood estimator is shown to be optimal in a 
probability sense among all asymptotically normal estimators under some 
regularity conditions. 
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2. SIMILAR LAWS AND INVARIANT ORTHONORMAL BASES 
All the ensuing random variables and vectors (r.v.‘s) are defined on a proba- 
bility space (Q, &, P). We adopt the following vector-extension of the Kintchine 
definition. 
Two r.v.‘s X and Y (or their probability laws) are said to be (i) similar if 3 
nonrandom vector A and a nonrandom p x p nonsingular matrix B 3 U(Y) = 
-%‘(A + BX), (ii) strongly similar if 3 a nonrandom scalar b > 0 and a non- 
random vector A 3 U(Y) + (A + bX). We shall write X NY if X and Y are 
similar and X ws Y if X and Y are strongly similar. 
It is clear that both N and w8 are equivalence relations and that X w8 Y * 
X NY. Among the equivalence classes induced by N some are of special 
interest to us. Let X be a r.v. with finite dispersion matrix. Let 
AqX) = IY = f c&q - E(X,))I 
\ i=l I 
for some scalars c, , cs ,..., cD . We define the inner product of any two elements 
W, 2 of d(X) as ( W, 2) = cov( W, Z). It is then easy to see that & is an inner 
product space of dimension p if X is nonsingular. Then there exists an ortho- 
normal basis E, = (& , & ,..., 5,) with & E A, 2, = I, the unit matrix having 
the property that corresponding to any arbitrary Z = (Z, , Z, ,..., Z,) with 
Z,~&?,i=1,2,...,pElapxpmatrixAsZ=A~with&=AA’.Weshall 
call 5 an orthonormal basis of the random vector X. We say X has invariant 
orthonormal bases if all its orthonormal bases have the same law. 
The following theorem can be easily proved by using some standard results on 
principal component analysis. 
THEOREM 2.1. If X N Y with E,Jinite then X has invariant orthonormal bases 
if and only if Y has invariant orthonormal bases. Furthermore if S and Q are any two 
orthonormal bases of X and Y, respectively, then 9(S) = Z(O). 
It is a consequence of Theorem 2.1 that either all the r.v.‘s in an equivalence 
class induced by N have invariant orthogonal bases or none. Those of the 
former type have a special significance for the applications to be given now. We 
may remark that if X (or Y) has a multinormal law, the result is given in Kagan, 
Linnik, and Rao [4, Chap. lo]. 
3. BEST ESTIMATORS 
Suppose X and Y are two r.v.‘s with finite dispersion matrices and Cr - zr 
is p.d. Theorem 3.1 gives the main result of the section. 
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THEOREM 3.1. If Y N X has finite dispersion matrix and invariant ortho- 
normal bases and C, - Z, is pd. then for every ellipsoid d centered at 0 
qx - JqX)) E 6 2 WY - -w)) E 6, 
where the strict inequality holds if the Lebesgue measure is absolutely continuous with 
respect to the measure induced by X in R, . 
Proof. Suppose that d is a sphere and without loss of generality E(X) = 0, 
E(Y) = 0. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that 3 an orthonormal basis 5 of X 
and n of Y 3 s(X) = 64(Ag), z(Y) = z(Bn), and g(g) = g(n). From the 
polar representation of a nonsingular matrix [9, p. 561 it follows that 3 orthogonal 
matrices R, T and symmetric p.d. matrices G and H 3 A = GR and B = HT. 
Then g(X) = g(AP) = g(GRg) = B(GP). Similarly z(Y) = 8(H$. 
Furthermore C, = GG’ = G’G, C, = HH’ = H’H. H’H - G’G p.d. + 
x’H’H.x - x’G’Gx >, 0 Vx. Now P(Y E E) = P(Y’Y < c) = P(rj’H’Hn < c) = 
P(P’H’Hg < c) < P(e’G’GS < c) = P(X’X < c) = P(X E 8). Suppose now that 
d is the ellipsoid x’Mx < k centered at 0 where M is symmetric p.d. Then 3 a 
nonsingular matrix R 3 R’MR = I. Let W = R-lx and 2 = R-lY. Then 
P(YMy < k) = P(ZR’MRZ < k) = P(Z’Z < k). Since W-Z and C, - C, = 
R-i& - E,)(R-l)’ is p.d. the result now follows from the one when d is a 
sphere. Note that the inequality P(P’H’Hg < c) < P(g’G’G5 < c) that occurs in 
the above proof is strict if the Lebesgue measure of the set {x: x’G’Gx < c, 
x’H’Hx > c} is positive. 
Remarks. (1) As pointed out by the referee, the above theorem can also be 
proved under the following set of conditions: (a) Y N X has finite dispersion 
matrix. (b) X possesses density (with respect to Lebesgue measure) depending 
only on X’C;lX, and (c) C, - C, is p.d. But in the above theorem we do not 
assume the existence of density. (2) If Y -J X, Z, - E, is p.d. then one can 
prove the stronger result that P{(X - E(X)) E S} > P{(Y - E(Y) E S} for any 
star-shaped region d with 0 as a center. 
Suppose now that {X,} is a sequence of i.i.d. r.v.‘s with d.f. PO(x), 0 E 0. 
Let id4 = Me), k32P) ... g,(4) b e a vector function of 6. Let &? be an equivalent 
class of p-dimensional laws with invariant orthonormal bases induced by -. 
Corresponding to a sequence of real numbers (e.g., a,, = (n)l12) let C, be the 
class of all sequences of statistics 8,(X, , Xa ,..., X,) 3 a& - g(0)) -T S 
with z(S) E 4 and E(S) = 0. Suppose 3{yn} E C, 3 C, - X, is p.d. V{‘(s,} E C, 
not equal to {m> for large n. Then it follows from Theorem 3.1 that P(y E S) > 
P(S E 8’) for every ellipsoid tP centered at 0 and for every S 3 z(S) E 4. If, in 
addition, Lebesgue measure is absolutely continuous with respect to any law 
in 4 the above inequality is strict and we can then assert that for any {a,} E C, , 
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P{u,(y, - g(B)) E S} > P{a,& - g(0)) E &} for sufficiently large n. From the 
point of view of the probability of an estimator lying in an ellipsoid centered at 
the parameter point, {m} is asymptotically the best in C, . 
We shall now give an application of the above to the maximum likelihood 
(M.L.) estimator of a vector parameter. Let XI, X, ,..., X, be i.i.d. with common 
density f(x, 0) with respect to some u-finite measure. Then under the regularity 
conditions of Cramer [6, p. 247, Theor. 5.531, we have for the m.1.e. a,, 
(n)1/2(&, - 0) -9 Jlr(O, I-‘(e)), where the information matrix 
Wo) = ~6&(w~i) 1% f(x, %w%) 1% f(x, %)> 
is p.d. Then for sufficiently large 71, by Theorem 5.5.2 of Zacks [6, p. 2451, 
q(nyq6, - e,) E 8) 3 q(ttyy6, - e,) E &> 
for any other estimator S, 3 (n)‘/“(s, - 0,) -9 JV(O, C,(Q). 
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